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Agrarian Studies 2001

this book presents an account of an intellectual breakthrough in the study of rural society and agriculture its ten chapters selected for their originality and
synthesis from the colloquia of the program in agrarian studies at yale university encompass various disciplines diverse historical periods and several regions of
the world the contributors fresh analyses will broaden the perspectives of readers with interests as wide ranging as rural sociology environmentalism political
science history anthropology economics and art history the ten studies recast and expand what is known about rural society and agrarian issues examining such
topics as poverty subsistence cultivation ecology justice art custom law ritual life cooperation and state action each contribution provides a point of departure for
new study encouraging deeper thinking across disciplinary boundaries and frontiers

Notes from the Ground 2009-10-20

this text examines the cultural conditions that brought agriculture and science together in 19th century america integrating the history of science
environmental history and science studies this text shows how and why agrarian americans accepted resisted and shaped scientific ways of knowing the land

Planning Democracy 2015-01-01

late in the 1930s the u s department of agriculture set up a national network of local organizations that joined farmers with public administrators adult educators
and social scientists the aim was to localize and unify earlier new deal programs concerning soil conservation farm production control tenure security and other
reforms and by 1941 some 200 000 farm people were involved even so conservative anti new dealers killed the successful program the next year this book
reexamines the era s agricultural policy and tells the neglected story of the new deal agrarian leaders and their visionary ideas about land democratization and
progressive social change

American Georgics 2011-01-01

from thomas jefferson s monticello to michelle obama s white house organic garden the image of america as a nation of farmers has persisted from the
beginnings of the american experiment in this rich and evocative collection of agrarian writing from the past two centuries writers from hector st jean de
crevecoeur to wendell berry reveal not only the great reach and durability of the american agrarian ideal but also the ways in which society has contested and
confronted its relationship to agriculture over the course of generations drawing inspiration from virgil s agrarian epic poem georgics this collection presents a
complex historical portrait of the american character through its relationship to the land from the first european settlers eager to cultivate new soil to the



transcendentalist utopian and religious thinkers of the nineteenth century american society has drawn upon the vision of a pure rural life for inspiration back to
the land movements have surged and retreated in the past centuries yet provided the agrarian roots for the environmental movement of the past forty years
interpretative essays and a sprinkling of illustrations accompany excerpts from each of these periods of american agrarian thought providing a framework for
understanding the sweeping changes that have confronted the nation s landscape

Works in Progress 2014-01-01

what really caused the failure of the soviet union s ambitious plans to modernize and industrialize its agricultural system this book is the first to investigate the
gap between the plans and the reality of the soviet union s mid twentieth century project to industrialize and modernize its agricultural system historians
agree that the project failed badly agriculture was inefficient unpredictable and environmentally devastating for the entire soviet period yet assigning the
blame exclusively to soviet planners would be off the mark the real story is much more complicated and interesting jenny leigh smith reveals in this deeply
researched book using case studies from five soviet regions she acknowledges hubris and shortsightedness where it occurred but also gives fair consideration to
the difficulties encountered and the successes however modest that were achieved

Nongovernmental Organizations in Environmental Struggles 2005

an important work both in terms of how we understand the operation of ngos in the philippines and more significantly in terms of the contribution it makes to
wider debates about ngos jonathan rigg university of durham

From Land to Mouth 2010-01-01

after 35 years of research in the new guinea highlands esteemed anthropologist paul sillitoe offers a comparison of the apparently incomparable our capitalist
economy to the subsistence cum exchange order of the wola people in the was valley this is a seminal work intent on reinstating certain core values in
anthropological scholarship

Land Reform in Russia 2009-11-24

this ambitious work is the definitive account of russia s land reform initiatives from the late 1980s to today in russia a country controlling more land than any
other nation land ownership is central to structures of power class division and agricultural production the aim of russian land reform for the past thirty years to



undo the collectivization of the soviet era and encourage public ownership has been largely unsuccessful to understand this failure stephen wegren examines
contemporary land reform policies in terms of legislation institutional structure and human behavior using extensive survey data he analyzes household
behaviors in regard to land ownership and usage based on socioeconomic status family size demographic distribution and regional differences wegren s study is
important and timely as russian land reform will have a profound effect on russia s ability to compete in an era of globalization

Every Farm a Factory 2008-10-01

during the early part of the 20th century farming in america was transformed from a pre industrial to an industrial activity this book explores the
modernization of the 1920s which saw farmers adopt not just new technology but also the financial cultural ideological apparatus of industrialism

The Politics of Food Supply 2009-05-26

this book deals with an important and timely issue the political and economic forces that have shaped agricultural policies in the united states during the past
eighty years it explores the complex interactions of class market and state as they have affected the formulation and application of agricultural policy decisions
since the new deal showing how divisions and coalitions within southern corn belt and wheat belt agriculture were central to the ebb and flow of price
supports and production controls in addition the book highlights the roles played by the world economy the civil rights movement and existing national policy
to provide an invaluable analysis of past and recent trends in supply management policy

Managing the Mountains 2010-11-23

historians have long viewed the massive reshaping of the american landscape during the new deal era as unprecedented this book uncovers the early
twentieth century history rich with precedents for the new deal in forest park and agricultural policy sara m gregg explores the redevelopment of the
appalachian mountains from the 1910s through the 1930s finding in this region a changing paradigm of land use planning that laid the groundwork for the
national new deal through an intensive analysis of federal planning in virginia and vermont gregg contextualizes the expansion of the federal government
through land use planning and highlights the deep intellectual roots of federal conservation policy

Collecting Food, Cultivating People 2016-09-27

a rich analysis of the complex dynamic between food collection and food production in the farming societies of precolonial south central africa engaging new



linguistic evidence and reinterpreting published archaeological evidence this sweeping study explores the place of bushcraft and agriculture in the precolonial
history of south central africa across nearly three millennia contrary to popular conceptions that place farming at the heart of political and social change political
innovation in precolonial african farming societies was actually contingent on developments in hunting fishing and foraging as de luna reveals

Credit Between Cultures 2010-06-22

parker shipton offers a range of perspectives on the process of lending borrowing in africa his conclusions challenge the conventional wisdom of the past half
century about the need for credit among african farmers

Organic Futures 2016-01-01

an exploration of the lived experience of small scale organic farmers in new england that unpacks how they balance their ideals with economic realities in
recent years the popularity of organically grown produce has exploded in 2014 organic fruits and vegetables accounted for 12 of all produce sales in the united
states with 39 billion in consumer sales reported for 2015 as a federally recognized niche market within the agricultural mainstream organic farming is
increasingly on display in american grocery stores yet the organic food most americans consume today is produced by an industrial food system at odds with the
practices and ideals of small scale farmers taking an ethnographic approach the fieldwork by connor fitzmaurice and brian gareau at a small new england
organic farm sheds light on how farmers navigate the difficult terrain between practices of sustainability and the economic realities of contemporary agriculture
drawing on extensive research fitzmaurice and gareau examine the historical context complexities and viability of nonconventional organic farming practices
practices that seek to balance ecology and community with the business of agriculture

The King's Harvest 2022-01-07

a multidisciplinary environmental history of early china s political systems featuring newly available chinese archaeological data this book is a multidisciplinary
study of the ecology of china s early political systems up to the fall of the first empire in 207 bce brian lander traces the formation of lowland north china s
agricultural systems and the transformation of its plains from diverse forestland and steppes to farmland he argues that the growth of states in ancient china and
elsewhere was based on their ability to exploit the labor and resources of those who harnessed photosynthetic energy from domesticated plants and animals
focusing on the state of qin lander amalgamates abundant new scientific archaeological and excavated documentary sources to argue that the human domination
of the central yellow river region and the rest of the planet was made possible by the development of complex political structures that managed and expanded
agroecosystems



Toil and Plenty 1993

discusses the ideological uses of agricultural imagery during the period 1780 1890 exploring how and why the myth of rural contentment was perpetuated by
these images and how the images contrast with the actual features of 19th century rural life

Peppermint Kings 2020-06-23

an unexplored fascinating history of nineteenth century agrarian life told through the engaging lens of three families central to the peppermint oil industry
this unconventional history relates the engaging and unusual stories of three families in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries whose involvement
in the peppermint oil industry provides insights into the perspectives and concerns of rural people of their time challenging the standard paradigms historian
dan allosso focuses on the rural characters who lived by their own rules and did not acquiesce to contemporary religious doctrines business mores and political
expediencies the ranneys a secular family in a very religious time and place the hotchkisses who ran banks and printed their own money while the lincoln
administration was eliminating state banking and the todd family who incorporated successful business practices with populist socialism all highlight the untold
story of rural america s engagement with the capitalist marketplace the families atypical attitudes and activities offer unexpected perspectives on rural business
and life

Reclaiming the Commons 2001-01-01

a lively account of a community working to combat suburban sprawl and how it discovers how to live responsibly on the land

The Great Meadow 2004-01-01

in the great meadow brian donahue examines the farming practices of the early settlers at concord in massachusetts he argues against the long held belief that
these farmers used methods that degraded the land shows how the concord community in fact achieved a successful sustainable system

The Politics of Food Supply 2012

this book deals with an important and timely issue the political and economic forces that have shaped agricultural policies in the united states during the past
eighty years it explores the complex interactions of class market and state as they have affected the formulation and application of agricultural policy decisions



since the new deal showing how divisions and coalitions within southern corn belt and wheat belt agriculture were central to the ebb and flow of price
supports and production controls in addition the book highlights the roles played by the world economy the civil rights movement and existing national policy
to provide an invaluable analysis of past and recent trends in supply management policy

The Long Land War 2022-04-19

a definitive history of ideas about land redistribution allied political movements and their varied consequences around the world an epic work of breathtaking
scope and moral power the long land war offers the definitive account of the rise and fall of land rights around the world over the last 150 years matthew
desmond pulitzer prize winning author of evicted poverty and profit in the american city jo guldi tells the story of a global struggle to bring food water and
shelter to all land is shown to be a central motor of politics in the twentieth century the basis of movements for giving reparations to formerly colonized people
protests to limit the rent paid by urban tenants intellectual battles among development analysts and the capture of land by squatters taking matters into their
own hands the book describes the results of state engineered land reform policies beginning in ireland in 1881 until u s led interests and the world bank
effectively killed them off in 1974 the long land war provides a definitive narrative of land redistribution alongside an unflinching critique of its failures set
against the background of the rise and fall of nationalism communism internationalism information technology and free market economics in considering how
we could make the earth livable for all she works out the important relationship between property ownership and justice on a changing planet

Becoming Organic 2021-06-15

a rich original study of the social and bureaucratic life of organic quality that challenges assumptions of what organic means tracing the social and bureaucratic
life of organic quality this book yields new understandings of this fraught concept shaila seshia galvin examines certified organic agriculture in india s central
himalayas revealing how organic is less a material property of land or its produce than a quality produced in discursive regulatory and affective registers
becoming organic is a nuanced account of development practice in rural india as it has unfolded through complex relationships forged among state authorities
private corporations and new agrarian intermediaries

Squeezed 2009-05-01

close to three quarters of u s households buy orange juice its popularity crosses class cultural racial and regional divides why do so many of us drink orange
juice how did it turn from a luxury into a staple in just a few years more important how is it that we dont know the real reasons behind ojs popularity or
understand the processes by which the juice is produced in this enlightening book alissa hamilton explores the hidden history of orange juice she looks at the



early forces that propelled orange juice to prominence including a surplus of oranges that plagued florida during most of the twentieth century and the armys
need to provide vitamin c to troops overseas during world war ii she tells the stories of the fdas decision in the early 1960s to standardize orange juice and the
juice equivalent of the cola wars that followed between coca cola which owns minute maid and pepsi which owns tropicana of particular interest to oj drinkers
will be the revelation that most orange juice comes from brazil not florida and that even not from concentrate orange juice is heated stripped of flavor stored for
up to a year and then reflavored before it is packaged and sold the book concludes with a thought provoking discussion of why consumers have the right to
know how their food is produced

The Green State in Africa 2016-01-01

a provocative reassessment of the relationship between states and environmental politics in africa from climate related risks such as crop failure and famine to
longer term concerns about sustainable urbanization environmental justice and biodiversity conservation african states face a range of environmental issues as
carl death demonstrates the ways in which they are addressing them have important political ramifications and challenge current understandings of green
politics death draws on almost a decade of research to reveal how central african environmental politics are to the transformation of african states

Crop Genetic Diversity in the Field and on the Farm 2016-03-28

based on twenty years of global research this is the first comprehensive reference on crop genetic diversity as it is maintained on farmland around the world
showcasing the findings of seven experts representing the fields of ecology crop breeding genetics anthropology economics and policy this invaluable resource
places farmer managed crop biodiversity squarely in the center of the science needed to feed the world and restore health to our productive landscapes it will
prove to be an essential tool in the training of agricultural and environmental scientists seeking the solutions necessary to ensure healthy resilient ecosystems
for future generations

A Golden Weed 2014-08-12

drew a swanson has written an environmental history about a crop of great historical and economic significance american tobacco a preferred agricultural
product for much of the south the tobacco plant would ultimately degrade the land that nurtured it but as the author provocatively argues the choice of crop
initially made perfect agrarian as well as financial sense for southern planters swanson who brings to his narrative the experience of having grown up on a
working virginia tobacco farm explores how one attempt at agricultural permanence went seriously awry he weaves together social agricultural and cultural
history of the piedmont region and illustrates how ideas about race and landscape management became entangled under slavery and afterward challenging



long held perceptions this innovative study examines not only the material relationships that connected crop land and people but also the justifications that
encouraged tobacco farming in the region

Genetically Modified Democracy 2021-11-23

how the debate over genetically modified crops in india is transforming science and politics genetically modified or transgenic crops are controversial across the
world advocates see such crops as crucial to feeding the world s growing population critics oppose them for pushing farmers deeper into ecological and
economic distress and for shoring up the power of agribusinesses india leads the world in terms of the intensity of democratic engagement with transgenic
crops anthropologist aniket aga excavates the genealogy of conflicts of interest and disputes over truth that animate the ongoing debate in india around the
commercial release of transgenic food crops the debate may well transform agriculture and food irreversibly in a country already witness to widespread
agrarian distress and over 300 000 suicides by farmers in the last two decades aga illustrates how state science and agrarian capitalism interact in novel ways to
transform how democracy is lived and understood and sheds light on the dynamics of technological change in populous unequal polities

Political Dynamics of Transnational Agrarian Movements 2016

the prayers of those of us who have long hungered for a comprehensive historically deep learned and accessible account of international agrarian movements
have finally been answered in full we will long be in debt to edelman and borras for this exceptional and lasting contribution to agrarian scholarship james c
scott founding director yale university agrarian studies program author of the art of not being governed

Strangers on Familiar Soil 2015-01-01

a wide ranging exploration of the diverse historical connections between chile and california this groundbreaking history explores the many unrecognized
enduring linkages between the state of california and the country of chile the book begins in 1786 when a french expedition brought the potato from chile to
california and it concludes with chilean president michelle bachelet s diplomatic visit to the golden state in 2008 during the intervening centuries new crops
foods fertilizers mining technologies laborers and ideas from chile radically altered california s development in turn californian systems of servitude exotic
species educational programs and capitalist development strategies dramatically shaped chilean history edward dallam melillo develops a new set of historical
perspectives tracing eastward moving trends in u s history uncovering south american influences on north america s development and reframing the western
hemisphere from a pacific vantage point his innovative approach yields transnational insights and recovers long forgotten connections between the peoples and
ecosystems of chile and california



The Art of Not Being Governed 2010-01-01

for two thousand years the disparate groups that now reside in zomia a mountainous region the size of europe that consists of portions of seven asian countries
have fled the projects of the organized state societies that surround them slavery conscription taxes corvee labor epidemics and warfare significantly writes
james c scott in this iconoclastic study these people are not innocents who have yet to benefit from all that civilization has to offer they have assessed state based
civilizations and have made a conscious choice to avoid them the book is essentially an anarchist history the first ever examination of the huge literature on
state making that evaluates why people would deliberately and reactively remain stateless among the strategies employed by the people of zomia to remain
stateless are physical dispersion in rugged terrain cropping practices that enhance mobility pliable ethnic identities devotion to prophetic millenarian leaders
and maintenance of a largely oral culture that allows them to reinvent their histories and genealogies as they move between and around states the art of not
being governed challenges us with a radically different approach to history that views from the perspective of stateless peoples and redefines state making as a
form of internal colonialism in contrast to the western ideal of the social contract as fundamental to state making scott finds the disturbing mechanism of
subjugation to be more in line with the historical facts in mainland southeast asia the author s work on zomia represents a new way to think of area studies that
will be applicable to other runaway and fugitive communities be they gypsies cossacks tribes fleeing slave raiders marsh arabs and san bushmen in accessible
language scott recognized worldwide as an eminent authority in southeast asian peasant and agrarian studies tells the story of the peoples of zomia and their
unlikely odyssey in search of self determination along the way he redefines our views on asian politics history and demographics and even our fundamental
ideas about what constitutes civilization

Imperial Nature 2008-10-01

why is the world bank so successful how has it gained power even at moments in history when it seemed likely to fall this pathbreaking book is the first close
examination of the inner workings of the bank the foundations of its achievements its propensity for intensifying the problems it intends to cure and its
remarkable ability to tame criticism and extend its own reach michael goldman takes us inside world bank headquarters in washington d c and then to bank
project sites around the globe he explains how projects funded by the bank really work and why community activists struggle against the world bank and its
brand of development goldman looks at recent ventures in areas such as the environment human rights and good governance and reveals how despite its poor
track record the world bank has acquired greater authority and global power than ever before the book sheds new light on the world bank s role in increasing
global inequalities and considers why it has become the central target for anti globalization movements worldwide for anyone concerned about globalization and
social justice imperial nature is essential reading



Moving Crops and the Scales of History 2023-02-14

a bold redefinition of historical inquiry based on the cropscape the people creatures technologies ideas and places that surround a crop human efforts to move
crops from one place to another have been a key driving force in history crops have been on the move for millennia from wildlands into fields from wetlands
to dry zones from one imperial colony to another this book is a bold but approachable attempt to redefine historical inquiry based on the cropscape the
assemblage of people places creatures technologies and other elements that form around a crop the cropscape is a method of reconnecting the global with the
local the longue durée with microhistory and people plants and places with abstract concepts such as tastes ideas skills politics and economic forces through
investigating a range of contrasting cropscapes spanning millennia and the globe the authors break open traditional historical structures of period geography and
direction to glean insight into previously invisible actors and forces

Corridors of Power 2016-01-01

h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w y z

The Yellow River 2021-09-28

a three thousand year history of the yellow river and the legacy of interactions between humans and the natural landscape from neolithic times to the present
day the yellow river and its watershed have both shaped and been shaped by human society using the yellow river to illustrate the long term effects of
environmentally significant human activity ruth mostern unravels the long history of the human relationship with water and soil and the consequences at
times disastrous of ecological transformations that resulted from human decisions as mostern follows the yellow river through three millennia of history she
underlines how governments consistently ignored the dynamic interrelationships of the river s varied ecosystems grasslands riparian forests wetlands and
deserts and the ecological and cultural impacts of their policies with an interdisciplinary approach informed by archival research and gis geographical
information system records this groundbreaking volume provides unique insight into patterns transformations and devastating ruptures throughout ecological
history and offers profound conclusions about the way we continue to affect the natural systems upon which we depend

Farmers? Bounty 2008-10-01

div biological diversity is as crucial in agriculture as it is in nature and it is equally important to the economic health of both industrial and nonindustrial
societies this book offers a sweeping assessment of crop diversity and the potential for its preservation stephen b brush develops a framework for investigating



biological diversity in agriculture that focuses on the knowledge and practice of farmers and he shows how this human ecology perspective can be applied to
three global issues that affect crop resources brush defines the dimensions of crop diversity and outlines the essential questions surrounding it he describes the
techniques used to maintain diversity in major crops of three cradles of agriculture in which he has worked potatoes in the peruvian andes maize in mexico
and wheat in turkey finally he explores the policy issues surrounding genetic erosion of crop varieties conservation of crop diversity and ownership of genetic
resources div

Nine-Tenths of the Law 2021-01-05

an exploration of the relationship between possession and legalization across indonesia and how people navigate dispossession the old aphorism possession is nine
tenths of the law is particularly relevant in indonesia which has seen a string of regime changes and a shifting legal landscape for property claims ordinary
people struggle to legalize their possessions and claim rights in competition with different branches of government as well as police army and private gangs
this book explores the relationship between possession and legalization across indonesia examining the imaginative and improvisational interpretations of law by
which indonesians navigate dispossession

For-profit Democracy 2018-01-01

a fascinating sociological assessment of the damaging effects of the for profit partnership between government and corporation on rural americans why is
government distrust rampant especially in the rural united states this book offers a simple explanation corporations and the government together dispossess
rural people of their prosperity and even their property based on four years of fieldwork this eye opening assessment by sociologist loka ashwood plays out in a
mixed race georgia community that hosted the first nuclear power reactors sanctioned by the government in three decades this work serves as an explanatory
mirror of prominent trends in current american politics churches become havens for redemption poaching a means of retribution guns a tool of self defense and
nuclear power a faltering solution to global warming as governance strays from democratic principles in the absence of hope or trust in rulers rural racial
tensions fester and divide the book tells of the rebellion that unfolds as the rights of corporations supersede the rights of humans

Love for the Land 2024-08-20

a moving exploration of presence and place told through the stories of small scale farmers who despite intense adversity continue caring for their land an
excellent work of environmental writing i highly recommend this book barn raiser our readers favorite books of 2023 love for the land explores the power and
potential of people place relationships through clear and compelling prose it elevates the virtues of imagination affection and fidelity concepts promoted by



farmer writer wendell berry and shows how they motivate small and mid scale farmers to care for the land even in the face of adversity paying particular
attention to farmland loss from suburban sprawl rampant agricultural consolidation and for farmers of color racial injustice brooks lamb reckons with the harsh
realities that these farmers face drawing from in depth interviews and hands on experiences in two changing rural communities he shares stories and sacrifices
from dozens of farmers local leaders agricultural service providers and land conservationists lamb s rural roots and farming background enable him to cultivate
honest trusting connections with the farmers he engages yielding raw and powerful insights time and again compelling evidence reveals that stewardship
virtues encourage people to live and act as devoted caretakers with a refreshing accessible and engaging approach lamb argues that these resilient and often
overlooked farmers show rural and urban people alike a way forward one that serves people places and the planet that path is rooted in love for the land

Against the Grain 2017

an account of all the new and surprising evidence now available for the beginnings of the earliest civilizations that contradict the standard narrative why did
humans abandon hunting and gathering for sedentary communities dependent on livestock and cereal grains and governed by precursors of today s states most
people believe that plant and animal domestication allowed humans finally to settle down and form agricultural villages towns and states which made possible
civilization law public order and a presumably secure way of living but archaeological and historical evidence challenges this narrative the first agrarian states
says james c scott were born of accumulations of domestications first fire then plants livestock subjects of the state captives and finally women in the patriarchal
family all of which can be viewed as a way of gaining control over reproduction scott explores why we avoided sedentism and plow agriculture the
advantages of mobile subsistence the unforeseeable disease epidemics arising from crowding plants animals and grain and why all early states are based on
millets and cereal grains and unfree labor he also discusses the barbarians who long evaded state control as a way of understanding continuing tension between
states and nonsubject peoples

Reality of Dreams 2021-09-28

an exploration of radical megaprojects in the ecuadorian amazon considering the fate of utopian fantasies under conditions of global capitalism from 2007 to 2017
the citizens revolution launched an ambitious series of post neoliberal megaprojects in the remote amazonian region of ecuador including an interoceanic
transport corridor a world leading biotechnology university and a planned network of two hundred millennium cities the aim was to liberate the nation from
its ecologically catastrophic dependence on amazonian oil reserves while transforming its jungle region from a wild neoliberal frontier into a brave new world
of twenty first century socialism this book documents the heroic scale of this endeavor the surreal extent of its failure and the paradoxical process through
which it ended up reinforcing the economic model that it had been designed to overcome it explores the phantasmatic and absurd dimensions of the
transformation of social reality under conditions of global capitalism deconstructing the utopian fantasies of the state and drawing attention to the eruption of



insurgent utopias staged by those with nothing left to lose
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